The Effectiveness of Argument-Driven Inquiry in Promoting Students’ Argumentation Skills About Colloids
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ABSTRACT
This study aimed to investigate the effect of argument-driven inquiry (ADI) in promoting students' argumentation skills about colloidal concepts in comparison to inquiry-based learning (IbL) strategy. Factors that affected the students’ skills between the strategies were also identified. Three classes of 11th grade students (ADI-1, ADI-2, IbL) were involved. Data were collected using field-notes and argumentation tests and then analyzed using the interpretive method and the one-way ANOVA test. The results of the ANOVA test showed significant difference of skills amongst the classes (F-value=27.671, sig<.05). Tukey HSD test however showed that the mean scores of ADI-1 and ADI-2 were indifferent (mean=88.89 & 88.48, SD=4.73 & 4.40, sig>.05) but both were significantly different from the IbL (mean=80.98, SD=4.90, sig<.05). Therefore, ADI was more effective than the IbL strategy in promoting the students’ argumentation skills about the colloidal concepts. Different experiences the students had in the three classes were the factor that produced the skill differences between the students.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Argumentation is the process of making statements supported by evidence [1], and this includes skills in making claim, finding evidence/data, composing logical explanation, posing backings, predicting qualifier, and rebuttal [2][3]. Engaging students in those activities is crucial to build their epistemological understanding of science and to develop scientific knowledge [4]. In turn, those activities could develop the quality of Indonesia students’ mastery in science [5][6].

Despite the importance of the skills, but these were rarely adopted in science classrooms [7][8][9][10]. Science classrooms were dominated with ‘chalk and talk’ activities, notes-making, memorization, and simple question and answer activities [11][12][13]. Such activities provide students little chances to exercise their deep-thinking skills [14] that might bring low ability to think critically as well as to make scientific argumentations [10] that in turn will reduce their understanding about science concepts [15]. Therefore, learning strategies that encourage students to nurture their ability to make argumentation need to be involved in science classroom activities [16].

Cooperative learning strategies are effective to promote students’ argumentation skills in science [17]. Cooperative learning engages learners to learn together in small groups (4-6 students) to improve their learning by supporting each other [18]. These included jigsaw, two-stay-two-stray (TSTS), discovery learning (DL), and inquiry-based learning (IbL). In our previous study, we had used jigsaw, TSTS, and DL strategies to promote secondary school students’ ability in making argumentation in chemistry. We found that these strategies were effective in engaging the students making argumentations about the concept-to-learn [19]. In addition, IbL had also been effective in improving students’ knowledge in science, and their reasoning and argumentation skills about the learned-concept [10].

Some weaknesses, however, were observed. In our previous study, even though the use of jigsaw, TSTS, and DL was able to help students gain the ability to
make argumentations, but those strategies were not very effective in facilitating the students to produce high quality of argumentations. This was because those strategies were not specifically designed to engage students to make argumentations but were more to help them to understand the concepts of science. Those strategies did not provide the students with prescribed activities and opportunities to make the argumentations. In short, the steps of those strategies did not explicitly direct the students about when and how to make the argumentations. As a result, some students were observed confused to construct the argumentations [19]. This finding indicates that a learning strategy which is not tailored with specific steps of making arguments -such as those three – will engage students minimally in making scientific argumentation. Taking this issue into account, we believe that not only do the jigsaw, TSTS, and DL provide minimal opportunities when are used to promote students’ argumentation skills but also will the other learning strategies such as IbL.

One strategy specifically-designed with clear steps to do argumentation is argument-driven inquiry (ADI) [20]. ADI provides students with richer and more authentic science experiences. ADI provides students with exposure to community practices that are similar to the scientific community [21]. The students share ideas, collect data, discuss and think about what they know and what they have learned. ADI allows students to design their own research questions and make their own conclusions [22][23].

Given the specification of ADI, it was more effective in improving the quality of Turkey students’ argumentation compared to traditional practical methods [24]. ADI promoted high school students with better understanding of the nature of scientific inquiry and arguments [22]. Similarly, argumentation-based guided inquiry was also effective in developing formal reasoning skills of students [25] and conceptual knowledge of misconception-invested pre-service science teachers [26]. ADI had also brought better argumentation skills and content knowledge of teachers who were taking professional development programs [5] that in turn would also affect students’ abilities in making argumentations. Moreover, the elementary school students’ engagement in learning science had been promoted after being exposed to ADI [27]. Those results confirm that ADI learning is effective to develop students’ argumentation skills in science. Thus, teachers were suggested adopting this learning strategy in teaching science.

Despite the effectiveness of ADI, such effectiveness needs to be learned by comparing to other learning strategies such as inquiry-based learning (IbL). IbL is a science teaching strategy to improve students’ skills in making investigation and to enhance their critical thinking skills as well as their science skills [28]. In IbL, students are encouraged to raise questions or hypothesis, collect data to answer the questions, perform cooperative works, share ideas, and carry out discussions with peers [29]. IbL is beneficial in developing students’ learning outcomes with larger scopes. These included the development of student’s logical thinking ability, concepts mastery, student’s ability to identify problems, ability to formulate hypothesis and questions, and student’s scientific process skills [30-37].

The comparison between ADI and IbL in promoting student’s ability to make scientific argumentation is important for some reasons. First, both strategies have similarities in their learning structures since the construction of ADI by Sampson et al in 2009 might have been inspired by the structure of IbL. Second, even though the structures of both strategies are similar, ADI has more steps (9 steps) than IbL (6 steps). This issue may influence teachers’ adoptions of ADI in science classrooms due to time constraint. Third, ADI is relatively new and presumably less well-known by science teachers compared to IbL which has been the most used teaching strategy for decades and that is more well-known for teachers [38]. This may also influence teachers’ adoption of ADI in their science classes. Fourth, the need for having worthwhile information about an effective learning strategy which can be used to develop students’ ability in making scientific argumentations. This information may facilitate teachers who are lack of information about how to prepare their lessons in an argumentative style [39]. In this study, we had used ADI and IbL in chemistry learning and the effectiveness of both in helping students to produce argumentations in the topic of colloidal concepts had been investigated.

Therefore, this study aimed to look at the effectiveness of ADI strategy compared to IbL strategy in promoting secondary school students’ argumentation abilities in the concept of colloids. This study aimed to investigate factors that affect the effectiveness of ADI and IbL in developing such abilities in the colloidal concepts. The results of this study will provide convincing evidence about the effectiveness of strategies in helping students to promote their argumentation skills in science. Finally, the results are also contributive to the body of knowledge about how to effectively develop students’ abilities in making scientific argumentations. Two questions guided this study as below:

1. How is the effectiveness of ADI and IbL in promoting students’ argumentation skills about colloids?
2. What factors that influenced the difference of effect between the ADI and IbL?
2. RESEARCH METHODS

This study was conducted in the late of 2019 in a Senior High School in Jambi city, Indonesia. A post-test only quasi experimental design was applied in this study since we were unable to control all variables related to the study such as intellectual level, gender, age, etc. This study also omitted pre-tests since the argumentation test was a high-stake test, and the students were novice about this. Thus, the post-test was adequate as the only way to look at the difference in the students’ argumentation abilities [40].

Three classes of 11th grade (each 35 students aged 16-17 years) were selected randomly from pre-existing six classes to be the participants of this study and further assigned to be the ADI-1, ADI-2, and IbL class. The use of a duplicate group (ADI-2) aimed to see the internal validity between the ADI-1 and ADI-2 in which both were supposed to give the similar effect on the students’ skills in making argumentation and both should show similar standpoint from the IbL. The involvement and exposure of the students was approved and proven by a consent form issued by the school authorities. Moreover, a teacher, Chindy (pseudonym), a female in her 30s was also involved in this study to implement the strategies. She held a master degree in chemistry education with more than 15 years of teaching experience. She joined a workshop about ADI and inquiry learning prior to the conduct of the study to ensure that she was knowledgeable and skillful in using both strategies.

The learning process of ADI consisted of nine steps [22] and the IbL consisted of 5-6 steps [41]. The learning steps of ADI and IbL can be seen in Table 4. The teacher and the students in each class implemented the strategy for about 270 minutes in three meetings. The students (7 groups consisted of 5 students each) in each class needed to learn about the various colloidal systems (meeting 1), the properties of colloidal substances (meeting 2), and the use of colloidal substances in daily life (meeting 3).

Data were collected using field-notes on purpose to look for the factors that contribute to the difference of the students’ argumentation skills [40]. Meanwhile, an argumentation test was utilized to collect data about the students’ ability in making arguments and was administered after the study. The items of the test asked the students to make a claim/answer, to provide evidence/data, and to post warrants/explanations. The fitness of the test items was validated using a content validity method which involved an expert judgement. The questions are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>You are given 3 solutions. Based on the turbidity and light scattering ability, determine which solution is colloid! Support your answer with data and reasons!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Which one between aluminum chloride and hydrochloric acid is colloid and used in deodorant? Support your answer with data and reasons!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Based on your experience in making ice cream, determine whether the ice cream can be grouped into foam or solid! Support your answer with data and reasons!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The field-notes data were analyzed using the basic qualitative analysis technique involving an interpretive method towards the learning activities [42]. The validity of the data analysis process was achieved by involving the member-checking process and the peer-discussions amongst the researchers. Meanwhile, the data from the test were analyzed using a rubric developed by previous authors [43]. The validity of the assessment process was conducted using the integrating system involving two researchers. Then, a one-way ANOVA (SPSS-23) test was applied to analyze the data including the descriptive statistics and the Tukey HSD test. The use of this test was granted as of all the data collected from the three classes were normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) indicated by the p-value ≥ .05 (p-value ADI-1=.200, p-value ADI-2=.05 & p-value IbL=.069) and the combined data were homogeneous (Levene test) indicated by F = .491 with p-value = .614> .05.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the results of analysis (Table 2), it was found that there was a significant difference of the students’ argumentation skills amongst the ADI-1, ADI-2, and the IbL (F-value = 27.671; p-value (sig) =.00 < .05). The students in the class of ADI-1 and ADI-2 had better argumentation abilities (mean score) than those in the IbL class (88.89, 88.48, and 80.98 respectively). This finding was supported by the mean scale amongst the classes (4.42, 4.42, and 4.04) and the scale of argumentation in which the students of ADI-1 and ADI-2 were able to produce the scale 5 argumentation (58.8% and 64.1%) while the IbL...
students were able to produce the scale 3 and 4 argumentation (22.9% and 41.2%).

Table 2. Students’ Argumentation Skill

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Strategies</th>
<th>ANOVA</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Mean of Scale</th>
<th>Scale of Argumentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADI 1</td>
<td>$F = 27.671$</td>
<td>88.89</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADI 2</td>
<td>$p$-value (Sig) = .00</td>
<td>88.48</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IbL</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.98</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To see whether or not a difference also existed between one class and another class, the Tukey HSD test was applied. Based on the test (Table 3), it is seen that there was not significant difference between ADI-1 and ADI-2 ($p$-value sig = .997 > .05) but significant difference presented between both (ADI-1 & ADI-2) and the IbL ($p$-value sig = .000 < .05). This finding affirms the above result that the ADI strategy was more effective than the IbL in improving students’ argumentation abilities in the sampled classes.

Table 3. The Result of Multiple Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat (I) model</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADI-1</td>
<td>ADI-2</td>
<td>.08163265</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>-2.6370167 to 2.8002820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADI-1</td>
<td>IbL</td>
<td>-7.58928571*</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>-10.3700210 to -4.8085504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADI-2</td>
<td>IbL</td>
<td>7.50765306*</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>4.7462454 to 10.2690607</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The current finding presenting the higher effectiveness of the ADI learning strategy compared to the IbL strategy in developing the students’ abilities in making argumentations was reasonable. Based on the results of field-notes observations conducted in the respected classes for three meetings (270 minutes in total), it was seen that the students in the ADI and IbL classes had different learning activities (Table 4). At the early steps, the teacher (she) treated the students in the three classes in a similar way. She delivered the contents and encouraged the students to identify problems. She also facilitated them to make hypotheses and to collect data. However, her treatments to the students were different afterwards. She facilitated the ADI students to make tentative arguments that included the making of claims, the finding of evidence/data, and the composing of reasons/explanations. She further encouraged the students to discuss their arguments, make reports, perform double-blind review, and even she facilitated the students to revise their reviewed reports. On the other hand, in the IbL class, she only ordered the students to examine the hypothesis to make explanations. At the end of the lesson, she treated the students in a similar way again. She encouraged the students to perform classroom discussions to make conclusions. The difference of the students’ learning experience particularly in the argumentation making activities seemingly caused the difference in effectiveness between the ADI and the IbL.

The superiority of ADI in enhancing the students’ ability to make argumentation compared to IbL was also caused by the difference in the structure of both strategies. The structure of ADI was specifically designed to engage the students in argument-making activities. The structure of ADI consisted of steps which directed the students to make such argumentations. From the data in Table 4, it is seen that the ADI strategy consisted of 5 steps out of the 9 steps that engaged the students in the tasks of argument making. These were the steps of tentative argumentation making (step no 4), the step of argumentative discussion (step 5), the step of report writing (step 6), the step of peer reviewing (step 7), and the step of report revising (step 8). Demircioglu and Ucar affirmed that these steps improve the students’ critical thinking skills that in turn will help the students to correct their shortcomings in argument making [24]. This is in accordance with what said by Sampson and Gleim that the ADI learning strategy is designed to achieve the objectives of scientific inquiry in an effort to develop an argument that supports the explanation of a research question [39].
In contrast, the IbL structure was not specifically designed to engage the students in argument-making activities. The steps of IbL did not strongly direct the students to make such argumentations. Rather, IbL was designed on purpose more to improve students’ skills in making investigation and to enhance their critical thinking skills as well as their science skills [29]. In IbL, teachers are recommended engaging students to work independently, to carry out investigations, to collect their own data, and to reach their own conclusions [44]. This means that students in IbL are not prescribed to make scientific argumentation that links their answer or claim with their data and explanation. Truthfully, in IbL, teachers may invite students to make argumentation, but, unfortunately, it is not prescribed for them to do so. Hence, unarguably, sometimes teachers forget to instruct students to make such argumentations.

Therefore, the effectiveness of the ADI came from the intense steps of ADI related to the argument making tasks. This way, the teacher was clearly driven to engage the students to make argumentations. Meanwhile, the inquiry strategy did not consist of any step of engaging the students to do so. In short, making argumentation is prescribed in the ADI learning while in IbL is not. ADI provided students with different learning experience compared to the students in the IbL class. Moreover, ADI facilitates students with many opportunities to engage in argumentative discussions and activities [22][3]. This is in line with previous authors who had reckoned that ADI was effective to facilitate students with many opportunities to be engaged in argumentative discussions and activities [39][22][23]. Thus, Günrah & Kabapınar argued that students who embrace argumentation-related learning instructions significantly outperform those who learn using common constructivism-based learning instructions such as IbL in terms of conceptual understanding in chemistry [6]. These findings asserted that the argument-driven inquiry (ADI) learning strategy involves students in more intensive argumentation activities than the inquiry strategy. This is the critical point that distinguishes the ADI from IbL.

Finally, the results of this study were supported by what had been reckoned by previous authors saying that cooperative learning strategies were beneficial in promoting students’ skills in making arguments [45, 17] particularly strategies that drove students to make argumentations. These findings also parallel with the results of our other study that investigated the effectiveness of an argument-based learning strategy (AbL) which we designed purposefully to intensively engages students in the steps of making argumentations. We found that the AbL had been able to increase the ability of the University of Jambi students to make arguments about the socio-chemistry issues. We also found that the AbL was more effective in helping the university students to enhance their abilities in making argumentation about the dangerous of heavy metals on human’s health compared to the conventionally available cooperative learning strategies such as jigsaw and two-stray-two-stray (TSTS) [43]. This suggested that the more a learning strategy provides students with opportunities to make argumentations the more effective the strategy is in helping students promote their ability to make scientific argumentations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADI (270 minutes)</th>
<th>Inquiry (270 minutes)</th>
<th>Learning process</th>
<th>Interpretations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Content delivery (30 mins)</td>
<td>1. Content delivery (40 mins)</td>
<td>The students in both classes were delivered the contents, encouraged to identify problems, hypothesis, and were encouraged to collect data.</td>
<td>Similar activities and experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Problems identification (15 mins)</td>
<td>2. Problems/questions formulation (40 mins)</td>
<td>ADI students had activities to compose arguments while the Inquiry students did not</td>
<td>Different activities and experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3. Hypothesis formulation (40 mins)</td>
<td>ADI students had 4 argumentation-oriented activities but the inquiry students did not</td>
<td>Different activities and experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Data collection (30 mins)</td>
<td>4. Data collection (60 mins)</td>
<td>The students in both classes made conclusions.</td>
<td>Similar activities and experiences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The Results of Observations
4. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The argument-driven inquiry had been successful in promoting the students’ argumentation skills in the concept of colloids and even more effective than the inquiry-based learning. Students who learned the concepts using ADI had better argumentation abilities compared to those who learned using IBL strategy. The high intensity of the ADI in engaging the students in the activities to make argumentations was the factor that made the ADI to be more effective than the IBL strategy. Further researches are needed to investigate the effectiveness of ADI in developing students’ argumentation skills in the topic of Physics, Biology and Math to provide richer evidence about ADI implementation facilitating diverse students’ learning experience in those subjects. To sum up, even though ADI has more steps than IBL, the results of this study may provide valuable information for science teachers about the effectiveness of ADI in enhancing students’ abilities to make scientific argumentation. Thus, this information would expectedly increase teacher’s attention and adoption of ADI in science teaching.
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